Deans, lawyers commend La. Supreme Court for bar waiver
The ongoing COVID-19 public health crisis demands sensitive, thoughtful, and bold leadership from
many sectors, including all branches of government. We saw that kind of leadership this past week from
the Louisiana Supreme Court.
After a sudden rise in COVID-19 cases statewide forced the Court to cancel the July bar exam, less than
two weeks before hundreds of applicants were to sit for it, the Court faced a dilemma without easy
solution. Attempting to administer the exam online raised a host of novel security concerns and would
have inevitably meant failing some number of applicants solely because of mishaps with their internet
connections. Indeed, just days after the Court’s order, Indiana and Nevada had to postpone their online
bar exams because of technical problems with the software. Rescheduling the in-person exam, given
the uncertainties of the pandemic, might well have meant a succession of delays stretching into next
year. Meanwhile, the careers of hundreds of worthy lawyers—and the clients and communities they
could ably serve—would be put indefinitely on ice.
Instead, the Court charted an alternative path that demonstrated courage, creativity and compassion in
reckoning with the cold realities of the pandemic. It creates a path for emergency admission to the
Louisiana Bar for a limited group of qualified candidates, under the unique and limited circumstances of
the pandemic, while imposing additional safeguards to help ensure their readiness to practice. In place
of what would have been a one-day written exam, it substitutes a year-long regimen of continuing
education and rigorous, one-on-one mentoring by experienced lawyers. Within hours of the Court’s
decision, the President of the Louisiana State Bar Association and the leaders of many of the state’s
largest law firms declared their readiness to step up and help effectuate the Court’s plan with
substantial education and mentoring.
The Court’s decision sensitively advances both the compelling interests of recent law school graduates in
entering the profession after years of rigorous preparation and the interest of the public in being served
by qualified practicing lawyers. The Court’s balanced judgment and the immediate and constructive
offer of partnership it inspired are both credits to the unique strength of our state’s legal profession.
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